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Lion Maker
A Call to Personal Growth, Maturity, Wholeness & Impact
Colossians 1:28, 29 – The Message: “That is the substance of our Message. We preach Christ, warning people
not to add to the Message. We teach in a spirit of profound common sense so that we can bring each person to
maturity. To be mature is to be basic. Christ! No more, no less. That’s what I’m working so hard at day after day,
year after year, doing my best with the energy God so generously gives me.”
II Timothy 2:1, 2 – The Message: So, my son, throw yourself into this work for Christ. Pass on what you heard
from me—the whole congregation saying Amen! —to reliable leaders who are competent to teach others.
II Samuel 23:39 – “… thirty-seven in all.”

LION MAKER – LIFE DECISON!
Luke 2:52 & Matthew 28:18-20

A DREAM – written down with a Date becomes a …
•GOAL – a Goal broken down into steps becomes a …
•PLAN – a Plan backed by …
•ACTION – makes your Dreams a …
•REALITY

LION MAKER – BE A DISCIPLE
Luke 2:52 →
And Jesus increased in wisdom and in stature and in favor with
God and man.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Physical Growth
Emotional Growth
Social/Relational Growth
Spiritual Growth

LION MAKER – GO MAKE DISCIPLES – LIFE DECISION!
– II Samuel 23:10
1. DECISIVE MOMENT → There is nothing in this world that does not have a
decisive moment. There are opportunities all around you all the time—
opportunities to show kindness, opportunities to show courage. You have to
be ready to seize the opportunity. The decision you make may take good oldfashioned guts. If Eleazar had calculated the odds, doing a thorough costbenefit analysis, he probably would have run away with the rest of the
retreaters. But Eleazar had a few battles under his belt. He not only trusted
his training. He trusted his gut instincts, and they were gutsy! The word
retreat wasn’t in Eleazar’s vocabulary. Neither was defeat. It wasn’t fight or
flight or freeze or fawn. It was FACE—fight for your life, fight to the death!
Our natural tendency is to think the way we’ve always thought and do
things the way we’ve always done them. It’s hard to break old habits and
hard to build new habits. But if you want God to do something new, you
can’t keep doing the same thing. What do you need to stop doing today?
What do you need to start doing today? Whether it’s a stop-doing list or a
start-doing list, a dream without a to-do list is called a wish-list.

LION MAKER – GO MAKE DISCIPLES – LIFE DECISION!
– II Samuel 23:10
2. PURSUE YOUR FUTURE → When we fail to take action, we forfeit the
future. And just as inaction is an action, indecision is a decision. “The only
thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing.” –
Edmund Burke & Chuck Colson. In his book Decisive Moments in History,
author Stefan Zwieg described “a single moment determines and decides
everything: a single YES, a single NO, a too early or a too late makes that hour
irrevocable for a hundred generations and determines the life of an
individual, a people, and even the destiny of all mankind.”
3. CHOOSE YOUR BATTLES WISELY → Eleazar was a man who understood
the times. He not only saw an opportunity, but he seized it. He didn’t shrink
in fear. He stepped up, stepped in. And most important, he knew what
battlefield he was willing to die on. Like Eleazar, you need to identify the
battlefield you’re willing to die on. Then you need to fight the good fight
until you hand freezes to the sword.

ACTION: Journal This!
1. What are your DREAMS? Would you share what ACTION you are
taking as a result of this series?
2. What do you need to stop doing today? What do you need to startdoing today?
3. What act of bravery and courage do you need to take today? What
ACTION will you take to pursue your DREAMS?
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